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Visualizing the 
amount of micro 
plastic we eat

December 08, 2020

People could be ingesting the equivalent of a credit card of plastic a week, according to a 
study by WWF International.

1-1. You probably wouldn’t                                                                                                          
1-2. but according to a study by WWF International                                                                  
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

2. That’s a little bit more than a teaspoon of microplastics                                                         
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

3. In fact, we’re breathing microscopic pieces of plastic,                                                            
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

4. We weighed out what that looks like…                                                                                      
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

5. 125 grams every six months –                                                                                                    
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

6. 250 grams a year –                                                                                                                     

7. 2.5 kilos every 10 years –                                                                                                            

8. And in an average lifetime                                                                                                         

9. Malcolm Hudson leads the research                                                                                             
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

"Those plastic particles, if you like, are little time bombs waiting to break down small 
enough to be absorbed by wildlife or by people and then potentially have harmful 
consequences.”

10-1. The WWF International study                                                                                              
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10-2. but also via sources like shellfish, which tend to be eaten whole                                        
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

11-1. As plastic is not biodegradable,                                                                                            
11-2. even in the most remote locations                                                                                         
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

"While we do swallow plastics in our food, we are mostly passing that through, and it may 
not be harming us. However, there are the smaller plastics. So, when we talk about 
microplastics, we're talking about things smaller than five millimeters in size, but plastic 
breaks down in the environment into smaller and smaller pieces. So, we can go from 
millimeters down to nanometers. And when we're down at the nanometer scale - we're 
talking about nanoparticles here - it is possible that they could be absorbed by our digestive 
systems and end up in our bodies. So it could pass into our blood or lymphatic system and 
end up in our organs and we are still learning about how many plastics there are at the very 
small sizes.”

12-1. Dozens of reports                                                                                                                    
12-2. but the scientific community is still only scratching the surface                                          
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

"What we can say, I think, with some certainty is if we carry on at the moment as we're 
going, producing more and more plastic, not managing the waste very well; eventually we 
will reach levels where there are thresholds exceeded and there are harmful effects on the 
environment and potentially even on ourselves.”

[Vocabulary]
□WWF International: =World Wide Fund for Nature

□ingest: to take food or drink into the body

・...side effects occurring in fish that ingest this substance. 

・Do not ingest or use for cuts or burns.

□microplastic: a very small fragment or piece of plastic

specifically : a piece of plastic that is five millimeters or smaller in size —usually plural　
□infuse: to give someone or something a particular quality; if you infuse something such 

as leaves or herbs, or if they infuse, you put them into hot water in order to make a drink, 
medicine, or beauty treatment 
・...teas made by infusing the roots of herbs.

・The best teachers manage to infuse into the most boring subjects.

・plastic-infused

□weigh out: to measure the weight of something. 
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・I always weight out the meat I buy when I go home to make sure the butcher hasn't 

conned me.
・The clerk weighed out a pound of cheese.

□shred: to cut or tear food into long thin pieces 

・Finely shred the carrots, cabbage and cored apples.

・Shred the chicken and place the chicken in a bowl.

□flake: a small flat piece of something; A flake is a small thin piece of something, 

especially one that has broken off a larger piece.
・Large flakes of snow began swiftly to fall.

・...oat flakes.

□buoy: life buoy; something that you throw to someone to save them when they have 

fallen into water　
・A buoy marking it had drifted away in the storm.

・A buoy is attached to the port lifeboat davit.

□bin: a container for putting garbage in; a 

rubbish bin
・He emptied several bags of rice into a bin.

・The bin needs emptying; it's full of rubbish.

□recycling bin: a bin for depositing things to be 

recycled; a container used to hold recyclables 
before they are taken to recycling centers.  
Recycling bins exist in various sizes for use inside 
and outside homes, offices, and large public 
facilities. Separate containers are often provided 
for paper, tin or aluminum cans, and glass or 
plastic bottles, or may be commingled.
Many recycling bins are designed to be easily recognizable, and are marked with slogans 
promoting recycling on a blue or green background along with the universal recycling 
symbol. Others are intentionally unobtrusive. Bins are sometimes in different colors so that 
the user may differentiate between the types of materials to be placed in them.
9. Malcolm Hudson leads the research into marine plastic pollution at the University at 
Southampton.
□particle: an extremely small piece or amount of something

・dust particles.

・There’s not a particle of evidence to support his story.
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□break down: to separate (substances) into constituent elements or parts; When a 

substance breaks down or when something breaks it down, a biological or chemical process 
causes it to separate into the substances which make it up. 
・Over time, the protein in the eggshell breaks down into its constituent amino acids. 

・The oil is attacked by naturally occurring microbes which break it down.

□biodegradable: biodegradable substances can be separated into very small parts by 

bacteria so that they are not harmful to the environment; Something that is biodegradable 
breaks down or decays naturally without any special scientific treatment, and can therefore 
be thrown away without causing pollution.
・This cleaning agent is biodegradable.

・...a natural and totally biodegradable plastic

□end up: to reach a particular location, often unintentionally. 

・We wanted to go to the beach on Saturday, but because traffic was so bad, we ended up at 

the mall instead.
・When my car's engine overheated, I ended up at the mechanic instead of my big job 

interview.
□pass through: to go through one's digestive tract and exit out through one's rectum.

・I had such a bad bought of diarrhea that any food or drink I swallowed passed right 

through me immediately.
・ A: Tommy just swallowed a nickel!  What do we do?

     B: There’s only one thing we can do.  Wait for it to pass through him.
□nanometer: a unit for measuring length in the metric system. There are one billion (=one 

thousand million) nanometers in a millimeter. 
・A nanometer is a billionth of a meter.

・One trillion nanometer nanobots will ' unlock' when they meet the damaged cancer cells 

and deliver targeted treatment.
□nanoparticle: a particle with dimensions less than 100 nanmeters　
・A typical nanoparticle has a length of a few to a few tens of nanometers.

・A nanoparticle is a particle which is between 1 and 1000 nanometers in size.

□lymphatic system: the interconnected system of spaces and vessels between body tissues 

and organs by which lymph circulates throughout the body
・Your lymphatic system is responsible for delivering nutrients around the body as well as 

removing waste.
・These easy exercises give your lymphatic system a little nudge to work better.

□organ: a part of your body that does a specific job, such as your heart or brain. Your vital 

organs are the organs that you cannot live without
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・...damage to the muscles and internal organs.

・...the reproductive organs.

・...organ transplants.

□threshold: a level at which something happens. For example, your hearing threshold is 

the level of sound that you can hear; A threshold is an amount, level, or limit on a scale. 
When the threshold is reached, something else happens or changes.
・The company is on the threshold of bankruptcy. 

・She has a low threshold of boredom and needs the constant stimulation of physical 

activity.

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the 

English language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, the Free 
Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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